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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to investigate the omnichannel practices to propose a conceptual overview to offer guidance on how to handle their inherent complexities.

Design/methodology/approach – This study is based on a literature review of more than 100 academics papers about the multichannel practices and omnichannel practices in the global market.

Findings – To this end, this paper identifies and addresses three limitations of the contemporary omnichannel literature: the failure to articulate the sources of value creation generated by omnichannel practices, the conception of omnichannel as targeting a single customer actor only and the static conception of omnichannel practices. In response to these limitations, this study offers the following: four sources of value creation based on the business model concept, a multi-actor customer conception, where several actors partake in the overall purchase decision and an evolutionary notion of omnichannel practices in terms of their constitution and use as part of the overall evolution of a marketplace.

Originality/value – The framework presented in this paper provides a map to take new research beyond its current boundaries and an audit tool to help managers identify their firm’s current omnichannel situation, including limitations and opportunities for further development.
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1. Introduction

Surprisingly, the movement to omnichannel retailing has heretofore not been conceptualized as well, despite its growing importance in practice (Verhoef et al., 2015, p. 175).
In Amazon’s physical convenience stores, the Amazon Go App links customers to their user accounts to enable them to pay for items in store (Polacco and Backes, 2018). The store ceiling is covered with cameras, and the store shelves have weight sensors to detect the items chosen by each customer. If a customer takes a bottle of soda off the shelf, it is added to the customer’s virtual cart. If the customer has a change of mind and places the bottle back, it will be removed from the customer’s virtual cart (Ives et al., 2019). This kind of seamless integration of the customer experience across different channels and their touchpoints is called omnichannel (Cai and Lo, 2020; Verhoef et al., 2015). Omnichannel practices rely on modern digital technologies, along with agile supply chains (Akturk et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2001; Gao and Su, 2017; Kembrov et al., 2018; Saghiri et al., 2017). All of these elements are synchronized to provide customers with a seamless customer journey. One of the main motivations for companies to invest in their omnichannel practices and explore the possibilities of digital technologies is the increasing competition and rapid commoditization of products (Hansen and Sia, 2015). Thus, firms seek to compete with new transaction capabilities rather than new products (Bourguignon et al., 2019).

Although the business press has advocated for omnichannel practices for nearly two decades (Bell et al., 2014; Brynjolfson et al., 2013; Piotrowicz and Cuthbertson, 2014), empirical studies of omnichannel practices have only recently appeared (Verhoef et al., 2015). Such studies signal two key shortcomings. First, companies fail in their omnichannel initiatives as they become overwhelmed by the inherent complexities involved (Lim and Srai, 2018; Larke et al., 2018).

Second, omnichannel practices are poorly conceptualized. Therefore, there is little knowledge to ensure their successful development and management (Verhoef et al., 2015). Studies of omnichannel shopping experiences are mainly descriptive (Kazancoglu and Aydin, 2018), and further theoretical and empirical research is needed to elucidate how quality of experience affects customers’ omnichannel purchase intent. Although explicit definitions provide initial insights, they are not sufficiently comprehensive.

To propose a conceptual overview of omnichannel practices, this paper addresses the fundamental question of what omnichannel practices actually are. The paper starts by providing a retrospective view of the emergence of omnichannel practices. It then inspect a set of representative definitions of omnichannel practices from scholarly research. This is followed by a more detailed inspection of omnichannel studies in terms of their focus of inquiry and theoretical lens. Together, this analysis reveals three key limitations of current conceptions of omnichannel practices:

1. the conception of a customer as a single actor only;
2. the lack of attention to the potential value created by omnichannel practices; and
3. the predominantly static notion of omnichannel practices.

Section 2 provides remedies to these three limitations. The first remedy is a multi-actor conception of the customer. The second consists of four business model themes that represent sources of potential value creation through omnichannel practices. The third is an evolutionary view of omnichannel practices, whereby the approach must vary in response to various contextual changes. These three conceptions are unified into a framework that can support managers’ efforts to advance omnichannel practices and scholars’ design of inquiries into those practices. The framework presented in this paper is operationalized in terms of three research knowledge propositions to shape future validation. The proposed omnichannel framework advances the current omnichannel literature by describing practices with an underlying theoretical lens to expand the operational conception of omnichannel practices. This approach does justice to the reality of omnichannel. The paper ends with a discussion of these advancements and states the conclusions of this research.
2. Omnichannel research and its limitations
This review develops a coherent conceptual and theoretical profile of current omnichannel practices, highlighting several limitations. After a brief overview of the origins of omnichannel practices, a set of definitions of omnichannel practices are examined to identify key approaches and assumptions, and several studies of omnichanneling are reviewed for their theoretical objectives and contributions to knowledge.

2.1 Origins of omnichannel practices
The retail industry has been a forerunner in several business and operational developments that have eventually spread to other industries. One such area is the use of multiple customer-facing channels (Cao et al., 2020). In the pre-internet era, traditional stores were complemented with catalogues and mail order systems. Later, TV and telephone orders emerged, accompanied by direct door-to-door sales (Raymond and Tanner, 1994). Firms at that time typically specialized in the use of one channel such as stores or catalogues (Phan and Vogel, 2010). The advent of internet-based technologies in the 1990s gave rise to e-commerce firms. For some industries such as travel, the emergence of these firms marked a genuine transformation (Standing and Vasudavan, 2000). E-commerce removed the dilemma whereby brick-and-mortar stores had to choose between providing either rich information nearby or reaching the customer (Evans and Wurster, 1999). This transformation led to the competition of online versus offline businesses in various industries (Verhoef et al., 2015), producing at least two evolutions. First, many brick-and-mortar stores complemented their offline channels with e-commerce (Akturk et al., 2018). In response, firms with an online presence established an offline presence as well. This situation gave rise to multichannel commerce practices, where firms initially attempted to optimize each channel individually, often with different product ranges and different price strategies for each channel (Ailawadi and Farris, 2017). An example of a key research question in a multichannel setting is which channel is most profitable and under what conditions (Verhoef et al., 2015). Firms soon discovered, however, that customers’ actual behavior differed from what was expected or desired. Many customers tended to use different channels for different parts of the customer journey, switching between channels during this journey. Yet firms had assumed that each channel would handle the full customer journey (Barwitz and Maas, 2018; Emrich et al., 2015). For example, in certain contexts, customers experience the real-life product (e.g. shoes) in a store. They then search for the cheapest provider online, where they buy the product (Bell et al., 2018). In other cases, the journey may start online, where customers discover a product and read referrals. They then visit the store to see the product and buy it.

The advent of powerful mobile digital technologies in the 2000s, the increased international harmonization of regulatory frameworks, continuing urbanization and the development of flexible supply chain technologies (Piotrowicz and Cuthbertson, 2014) have acted as enablers for firms’ multichannel efforts. These efforts soon evolved into cross-channel practices. Firms’ use of different channels became coordinated, an example being when the same campaign is synchronized across several channels (Cai and Lo, 2020). Digital technologies not only offer the possibility to channel information and information-based products to customers but also provide other enabling capabilities to respond to customers’ actual channel behavior (Fisher et al., 2019). One key affordance is the interaction between the customer and the firm. This interaction provides an inexpensive collection of volumes of customer data points throughout the customer journey. These data points provide a more comprehensive understanding of customers, which can then be used to customize offerings on an individual basis (Galipoglu et al., 2018). A second more profound affordance is the synchronization of content across different channels. Digital technology enables the transfer
of information not only between the firm and the customer but also between different channels for each individual customer (Henning-Thurau et al., 2010).

Thus, firms can establish omnichannel practices where customers have a fully synchronized and seamless experience throughout the customer journey, regardless of which channels they choose (Hajdas et al., 2020). A customer’s journey may start with a message on Facebook advertising a special offer – for example, an Italian suit. The customer goes to the firm’s app, which provides details of the offer and lets the customer book an appointment at the physical store to choose the suit and have it fitted. Later, in the store, the customer interacts with a sales representative who is fully up-to-date on the customer’s profile and the stage of this particular customer journey. Once the suit has been fitted, the customer agrees to pick it up an hour later. In the meantime, however, the customer has a change of mind and uses the app to order home delivery for the same evening.

A chief motivation for firms to invest in their omnichannel practices and explore the affordances of digital technologies is the ever-increasing competition and rapid commoditization of products (Hansen and Sia, 2015). Thus, firms attempt to compete with new transaction capabilities rather than with new products (Bourguignon et al., 2019). A customer may obtain the same kind of wine or shampoo at the same price but more conveniently from Provider A than from Provider B. At the same time, establishing and managing omnichannel practices is one of the most complex operational endeavors for a firm (Larke et al., 2018). For example, Lim and Srai (2018, p. 1735) notes that omnichannel practices require complex trade-offs between delivery responsiveness, product variety, and convenience. Successful omnichannel practices therefore require the management of a firm to govern its operations with surgical precision because nearly all parts of its operations must be synchronized for real-time control of consistency and a seamless customer experience (Larke et al., 2018). This synchronization covers sourcing and the supply chain for both forward and reverse flows, marketing, sales and after-market, with technology, legal, people, skills, culture and financial aspects. Because of the inherent complexities, some commentators suggest that it is easier to build an omnichannel practice from scratch than to transform an existing structure to omnichannel (Galipoglu et al., 2018). A number of empirical studies have aimed to provide an understanding of these complexities by identifying their underlying mechanisms, successes and hindrances (Cai and Lo, 2020). This research is now examined, with a focus on the assumptions of what omnichannel practices actually entail.

2.2 What are omnichannel practices?
One way to initiate research on a novel domain is to study the explicit definitions of the core research phenomenon in that domain (Bhaskar, 1997). Table 1 lists a selection of scholarly definitions of omnichannel practices. There is a somewhat surprising degree of uniformity across these definitions, given the newness of this domain. Structurally, omnichannel practices are conceived in terms of a customer who interacts with several channels offered by a provider, such as a firm. Functionally, the customer is able to switch between the provided channels throughout the whole purchase journey. The implicit purpose of omnichannel practices is thus to provide customers with a seamless buying experience, regardless of which channel is used. Omnichannel practices thereby offer greater convenience than cross-channel, multichannel or single-channel practices (Verhoef et al., 2015). The definitions examined here reveal the explicit customer-centric view underpinning omnichannel practices. Anticipating the subsequent investigation, we draw attention to the fact that none of the definitions offers a rationale or justification for why a firm should invest in and pursue omnichannel practices. So why should firms offer more convenient
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition of omnichannel</th>
<th>Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akter et al. (2021, pp. 567–568)</td>
<td>“Omnichannel marketing is when managers rethink their service delivery to cater for the needs of a ‘connected’ customer. Connected customers often interact with several channels at the same time to make purchase decisions . . . Omnichannel marketing synchronizes this full range of channels, ensuring a seamless and consistent customer experience throughout the whole purchase process . . . Omnichannel is not just simultaneous use of channels; rather it is the integration of all available channels within a firm. Integration or seamless experience is the cornerstone of omnichannel definition.”</td>
<td>• customers change between channels in customer journey • connected customers often interact with several channels at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigby (2011, p. 69)</td>
<td>“. . . omnichannel retailing. The name reflects the fact that retailers will be able to interact with customers through countless channels—websites, physical stores, kiosks, direct mail and catalogues, call centers, social media, mobile devices, gaming consoles, televisions, networked appliances, home services, and more. Unless conventional merchants adopt an entirely new perspective—one that allows them to integrate disparate channels into a single seamless omnichannel experience—they are likely to be swept away.”</td>
<td>• multiple channels link customer and provider, and customer may seamlessly switch between channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saghiri et al. (2017, pp. 3–4)</td>
<td>“the omnichannel [is] a holistic view of all channels is provided to the consumer and members of the supply chain (Cunnane, 2012). In such a system, consumers can easily move from one channel to another in their shopping experience, where they can find a product in one channel (e.g., the manufacturer’s website), order through another channel (e.g., an online retailer), and have the product delivered from a third channel (e.g., home delivery).”</td>
<td>• customers change between channels in customer journey • recognizes both customer and supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brynjolfsson et al. (2013, p. 23)</td>
<td>“In the past, brick-and-mortar retail stores were unique in allowing consumers to touch and feel merchandise and provide instant gratification. Internet retailers, meanwhile, tried to woo shoppers with wide product selection, low prices and content such as product reviews and ratings. As the retailing industry evolves toward a seamless “omnichannel retailing” experience, the distinctions between physical and online will vanish, turning the world into a showroom without walls.”</td>
<td>• recognizes the unity of channels and their service for the customer experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piotrowicz and Cuthbertson (2014, pp. 13–14)</td>
<td>“In general, it is considered that omnibus commerce is less focused on the channel used and more interaction between the customer and the brand, which requires a focus on the involvement of mobile and social networks and on meeting the different needs of customers.”</td>
<td>• recognizes the unity of channels and their interactive character for customer needs • recognizes social networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Key definitions and focus of omnichannel practices
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Source | Definition of omnichannel | Focus |
---|---|---|
**Verhoef et al. (2015, p. 176)** | “we define omnichannel management as the synergetic management of the numerous available channels and customer touchpoints, in such a way that the customer experience across channels and the performance over channels is optimized. We thereby acknowledge that the different channels interact with each other and are used simultaneously.” | • customers change freely between channels and require a synchronized experience in the customer journey |
**Beck and Rygl (2015, p. 174)** | “the set of activities of selling goods or services through all the usual channels, by which the customer can trigger the full interaction of the channel and/or the retailer controls the full integration of the channel.” | • customers change between channels in the customer journey • activities are part of omnichannel practices |
**Juaneda-Ayensa et al. (2016, pp. 1–2)** | “Omnichannel behavior refers to the use of physical and digital channels combined with the delivery of seamless shopping experiences... an omnichannel strategy allows customers to buy through channels anywhere and at any time. In this way, this strategy provides buyers with a unique, complete and seamless shopping experience that removes the barriers between channels” | • customers change freely between channels and require a synchronized experience in the customer journey |
customer experiences? What is the potential value that may be generated, and who benefits from this value? This finding is remarkable because investment in establishing omnichannel practices is substantial, and success is challenged by their inherent complexities. The unspoken assumption is that firms that invest in omnichannel practices will do better than firms that do not. This assumption has received some initial empirical support (Cai and Lo, 2020; Chen et al., 2018; Verhoef et al., 2015). However, this evidence does not explain why firms would have greater success when using omnichannel practices. This question is addressed below.

While explicit definitions offer an initial understanding, they are not necessarily comprehensive. They therefore do not properly reflect the actual research that has been conducted. Accordingly, we turn our attention to the key empirical studies of omnichannel practices.

2.3 Omnichannel studies

By investigating the key studies of omnichannel practices, we can identify the assumptions and conceptions of omnichannel practices. We explore each study’s theoretical foundations and contribution to research on omnichannel practice. This approach provides a fundamental understanding of omnichannel practices. Table 2 provides an overview, and Appendix provides a more detailed summary of these studies.

Studies on omnichannel shopping experience are mainly descriptive (Kazancoglu and Aydin, 2018), and further theoretical and empirical research efforts are needed to uncover how the quality of experience affects customers’ omnichannel shopping intention. In addition, prior research has studied omnichannel customer experience in a piecemeal fashion, focusing on perspectives of channel integration (Li et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018), touchpoint management (Homburg et al., 2017), device quality (Rodrígueztorrico et al., 2017), information architecture (Burford and Resmini, 2017) and so on.

A quick inspection of Table 2 shows that the dominant concern is the customer’s choice of channel or the customer’s preference for omnichannel over multichannel. The predominant focus on omnichannel is concerned with a single individual’s behavior and the factors that condition the choice of channel. Examples of these factors include attitudes and experience, information, and the source of this information. This finding is somewhat unexpected because a key idea of omnichannel practices is to go beyond the customer’s choice of channel. The idea is that all channels together offer an omnipresent experience (Bell et al., 2014; Brynjolfsson et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2020; Silva et al., 2020).

After inspecting these studies, the following three key insights arise. These insights are addressed in Section 2 of this paper. First, these studies conceive the customer as an individual (a single human actor), not several individuals, an organization or a machine. This conception is unsurprising because omnichannel practices have been developed in the retail industry, where customers are individual human actors. This individual-based conception of customers is also a limitation to understanding the complexities of omnichannel practices. Buying decisions, when regarded as processes, are often undertaken by several interacting individuals. This situation also occurs in retailing, such as when someone advises a friend on the choice of suit.

A second insight here is the implicit core assumption of omnichannel studies that omnichannel practices make customers’ buying processes more convenient. Accordingly, customers are expected to prefer to acquire products from omnichannel-equipped firms than from others. This customer convenience, or efficiency, would constitute a source of value creation. Surprisingly, however, the omnichannel literature does not explicitly elaborate on the value created by omnichannel practices, even though establishing these practices.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Key postulate of the theory</th>
<th>Omnichannel studies</th>
<th>Key contributions to omnichannel</th>
<th>Dominant focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory of planned behavior</td>
<td>An individual’s intention to perform a given behavior depends upon the individual’s attitude toward performing that behavior</td>
<td>Murugan and Jacob (2019); Kumar et al. (2019); Xu et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Explains why certain channels are preferred and used</td>
<td>Formation of an individual’s attitude toward channel choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion of innovation theory</td>
<td>Accounts for why an innovation is adopted or rejected</td>
<td>Kim et al. (2017); Shi et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Explains why certain channels are preferred and used</td>
<td>An individual’s attitudes, beliefs, and risk profile toward channel choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology acceptance model</td>
<td>Acceptance of new technology is conditioned by perceived usefulness and perceived usability</td>
<td>Yim et al. (2016); Juaneda-Ayensa et al. (2016); Swan et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Omnichannel’s perceived ease of use has a positive effect on choice</td>
<td>An individual’s adoption of omnichannel use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game theory</td>
<td>Identification of best options when two or more actors interact in a situation with a set of rules and outcomes</td>
<td>Li et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Omnichannel provider should adopt third party reviews when the product is recommended</td>
<td>Linkage of actors’ signals to consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of complex adaptive systems</td>
<td>Actual behavior of a system emerges due to the interaction of its actors in relation to rules</td>
<td>Saghiri et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Channel visibility and integration among channel stages, channel types, and channel agents are the main enablers to operationalize the omnichannel system</td>
<td>Role of channel type, location, and use by actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social exchange theory</td>
<td>Exchange parties seek to derive mutual benefits</td>
<td>Lee et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Formulation of an individual’s attitude toward channel choice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wixom and Todd model</td>
<td>People’s intentions with and perceptions of using a technology affect subsequent usage behavior</td>
<td>Shen et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Formulation of an individual’s attitude toward omnichannel use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negativity bias theory</td>
<td>When of equal intensity, negative things have a greater effect on one’s psychological state than neutral or positive things</td>
<td>Emrich et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Symmetric integration across channels has a more positive effect than no integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push-Pull-Mooring</td>
<td>Customers’ willingness to maintain a relationship as a cost-quality tradeoff</td>
<td>Li et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Customers are more positive toward omnichannel than multichannel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus-organism-response</td>
<td>An individual’s internal states condition subsequent behavior</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2018a, 2018b)</td>
<td>Omnichannel offers customers more empowerment and control and thus more satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
requires major efforts by firms (Brynjolfsson et al., 2013; Bell et al., 2014). Value creation is a chief motivation for such efforts and is therefore conceptually developed in this paper. A third insight is that the conception of omnichannel practices is predominantly static. While several studies explain that omnichannel practices can be regarded as an evolution from multichannel and cross-channel practices, omnichannel practices are mainly conceived as stable. An alternative view, which is proposed and detailed here, is to regard omnichannel practices in evolutionary terms as they co-evolve with other factors of business behavior.

3. Reconceptualization of omnichannel practices

We propose to remedy these three key limitations of the current conceptualizations of omnichannel practices as follows.

3.1 The customer: from a single-actor to a multi-actor conception

Omnichannel practices have been championed and advanced over the past two decades by the retail industry (Brynjolfsson et al., 2013). In this industry, the customer, who is targeted by a firm’s omnichannel operations, is considered to be a single actor. This single human individual conducts the whole purchase process (Bell et al., 2014), such as buying clothes, cosmetics or food. This single-actor notion is shown in the earlier review of contemporary notions of omnichannel and empirical studies. These studies predominantly use theoretical lenses originating in psychology. While such studies are highly informative, they are also reductionist in the sense that they reduce the concept of a customer to a single human actor.

Instead, the long-established notion of a purchase decision process (Engel et al., 1968; Howard and Jagdish, 1969) shows that many purchase decisions are conducted by multiple actors. These multiple actors may be several persons, several organizations or even several countries, depending on the context (Wadman and Hütt, 2004). A casual empirical illustration of this multi-actor notion is the family of a child. A mother and father visit a food market. The child asks her parents for an ice cream. The mother decides on fruit for the child, while the dad pays for it. In another context, Intel’s seminal rebranding of its computer processors, from a business-to-business product to a business-to-business-and-consumer product, was based on the realization that the consumer-customer acts as a pulling force on the laptop assemblers who buy the processors from Intel (Norris, 1993).

Thus, we consider the five phases of the traditional purchase decision process as follows:

1. problem or need recognition;
2. information search;
3. evaluation of alternatives;
4. purchase decision and action; and
5. post-purchase behavior (Engel et al., 1968; Howard and Jagdish, 1969).

For our purposes, we may assume a simplified process of just three phases: pre-purchase, purchase (decision and action) and post-purchase. Our key message here is that while the purchase literature has long recognized that the purchase decision process often involves multiple actors (Bearden and Etzel, 1982), the literature on omnichannel practices disregards this point and reduces the notion of a customer to a single human actor. To do justice to real-life purchase experiences, we propose a reconceptualization of the limited single-actor definition of omnichannel to a definition that also allows for multi-actor customers.

The literature shows that purchase processes are often conducted by multiple actors with a varying degree of purposeful synchronization between these actors’ purchase activities in the process (Bearden and Etzel, 1982). Recent research has shown that actors can constantly
move between purchase phases, which leads to nested and dynamic purchase processes that lack an invariant structure (Karim et al., 2015; Srinivasa et al., 2016). Thus, firms that aim to establish omnichannel practices must consider at least two fundamental questions. First, which actors are or will be involved in the purchase of the firm’s offering? For example, is it always one, two or three, or is it mostly one and sometimes two actors or some other configuration? Second, what is the degree of deliberate synchronization between the involved actors? That is, do the two actors who conduct the purchase process have the same objectives, decision criteria and decision information? Or do the actors have divergent interests, objectives, criteria and information, despite all determining the final purchase decision? For example, many employers provide employees with a company car as part of their compensation package. The employer provides a certain cost frame and a range of car brands, while employees decide which of these cars they want. The two actors co-decide the purchase of the product. However, if the employee is unhappy with the listed car brands and asks the employer to include another brand within the cost frame, then there is a semi-synchronized purchase decision process involving two key actors.

We propose that omnichannel practices require a synchronization of the interaction between one or more actors who constitute the customer and two or more channels that target the actor or actors who constitute the customer and who conduct various activities within the purchase decision process and beyond. Failure to identify this complexity may lead firms to invest heavily in omnichannel practices that target only one of several actors who together constitute the customer. Even worse, firms may launch different unsynchronized channels targeting different actors constituting the customer. A firm that provides cars for leasing can target its omnichannel toward individuals employed at firms that offer company car schemes. Such channels may be TV and newspapers adds, web and social media adds and physical stores. These channels all provide a deliberate and fully synchronized pre-purchase interaction experience. The car-providing firm may also target the employer with omnichannel through, say, dedicated web messages, emails and sales rep calls. These channels all provide the employer with incentives to present the firm’s car brands as first-choice alternatives and may increase traffic through the omnichannel routes that target employees. The two actors’ characteristics, situation and interests condition the design and use of omnichannel to target each actor and the synchronization of the two omnichannel solutions and content. The same is true of activities in the purchase decision phase and the post-purchase decision phase. For instance, an employee who leases a car may need to change its tires. This service may be offered as a subservice e-booking solution that is synchronized with the information received by the employer, who accepts the order as legitimate.

3.2 Business model as the context for omnichannel value creation

The second reconceptualization of omnichannel proposed here focuses on value creation. The above inspection of omnichannel research shows a surprising lack of discussion of why a firm should invest in such costly initiatives that are exposed to high risks owing to their inherent complexities (Frederick et al., 2018; Larke et al., 2018). An implicit assumption in the reviewed empirical studies is that omnichannel offers customers greater convenience than multichannel or single-channel practices. This point is further elaborated below.

Of the studies reviewed here, only one explicitly addresses the potential strategic value of omnichannel practices. Brynjolfsson et al. (2013) take an industrial organization perspective Besanko et al. (2010) to derive some potential strategic benefits of omnichannel practices. Their message is that omnichannel practices reduce the barriers to entry to a marketplace by eliminating the geographical barrier and customers’ ignorance through higher customer
attention. Their recommendations include attractive product pricing, the avoidance of direct product price comparison and a focus on niche products. Their recommendations are based on Porterian product market strategies (Porter, 1985). While their recommendations seem reasonable, they limit the context of omnichannel practices. A key driver of firms’ investment in omnichannel practices is the high level of product commoditization, the inability to differentiate products and the consequent price wars. In such situations, firms that pursue omnichannel do so to overcome these challenges by focusing on transaction activities. It is still the same pair of shoes, shampoo or bottle of wine as that provided by many other firms, yet the omnichannel-endowed firm interacts with customers in a more convenient manner than the alternative providers, which attracts customers. We propose sources of value creation through omnichannel practices as opposed to those derived from product market strategies. We propose sources of value creation that originate in the way a firm conducts its business and, by extension, in its business model.

The notion of a business model developed around the year 2000 in response to the unparalleled value creation by various firms based on the use of digital technologies (Amit and Zott, 2001). Scholars realized that the conventional theoretical lenses of managerial economics, strategic management and entrepreneurship were insufficient on their own to account for such value creation (Amit and Zott, 2001). There is a consensus that a firm’s business model is an “architecture of value creation, delivery, and capture mechanism” (Teece, 2010, p. 172). More specifically, according to the notion of a business model, value creation and appropriation are conceived as a firm’s boundary-spanning activity system, conducted by a set of actors linked with transaction mechanisms (Amit and Zott, 2001; Foss and Saebi, 2017; Writz et al., 2016). It is thus the way a firm conducts its business that may activate various sources of value creation. These sources of value creation complement the product-based value creation expounded in the industrial organization literature (Besanko et al., 2010). A seminal case study details how one and the same product (a photocopy machine provided by the US firm Xerox) failed in one business model, through selling, yet succeeded in another, through leasing (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002). Crucially, the architecture of a business model can be configured to pursue one or several themes to create value. Four such themes have been proposed: novelty, efficiency, complementarity and lock-in (Amit and Zott, 2001; Kulins et al., 2016; Zott and Amit, 2007, 2008). Business model themes co-determine variation in firm performance and thus complement industry-specific and firm-specific effects on firm performance (McGahan and Porter, 2002; Rumelt, 1991; Hawawini et al., 2003).

3.2.1 Novelty as a source of value creation through omnichannel. The novelty business model theme refers to new ways of doing business (Amit and Zott, 2001; Zott and Amit, 2007) in terms of the configuration of actors, activities and transactions that constitute a business model’s architecture and differentiation from peers (Amit and Zott, 2001; Zott and Amit, 2007). An example is AirBnB’s disruption of the lodging market, where a novel transaction mechanism links available accommodation with guests. The source of value creation in novel business models is Schumpeterian innovation (Schumpeter, 1934). This form of innovation exploits a latent market need, attracts customers through its novelty and thereby realizes entrepreneurial rents Schumpeter (1942) until being imitated by followers. As an illustration, Dell’s novel internet-mediated “make-to-order and ship-to-customer” business model was launched in the mid-1990s and then imitated by followers (Kraemer et al., 2000). In the same sense, an introduction of a novel omnichannel configuration (i.e. the channels included and the way they are integrated) represents a novel business model if it is novel in some sense and has a good market fit. It is then likely to attract additional customers, compared with the pre-omnichannel situation. It thereby constitutes a source of value creation for both customers and
providers. Recalling the multi-actor notion of a customer, a largely unexplored source of novelty, and therefore value creation, is omnichannel that targets several actors that constitute the customer. This scenario is exemplified by the previous illustration of a firm that leases cars and targets both employees and employers. In our casual experience, these opportunities are largely unexplored.

### 3.2.2 Efficiency as a source of value creation through omnichannel

The efficiency business model theme refers to a comparatively low resource use by the actors involved in business model realization (Amit and Zott, 2001; Zott and Amit, 2007). Efficiency is implicitly reflected in the reviewed omnichannel studies (Cai and Lo, 2020; Verhoef et al., 2015). Efficiency is what drove the growth of the streaming music provider Spotify. Spotify channels endless volumes of music anywhere, anytime, more conveniently than Apple's relatively cumbersome file downloading transaction. The following example illustrates efficiency. A customer wishes to purchase wine. The customer conducts this purchase while navigating across several fully integrated channels providing a consistent, boundaryless experience. This customer will find it easier, and thus more efficient, than a second customer who must switch between channels. This second customer must manually transfer information (such as login details, customer identification and re-briefing a telephone agent) and must therefore restart the whole purchase process each time the channel is changed. Similarly, certain purchase processes involve several actors. One example is the car leasing scenario described earlier. This purchase process will become more efficient for those involved if the channels are synchronized into a deliberate, seamless experience for all actors. In that example, the actors are the car leasing provider, the employer that legally contracts the leased cars and the employee. As mentioned above, our casual experience suggests that this inter-actor synchronization is an unexplored opportunity in current omnichannel practices.

### 3.2.3 Complementarity as a source of value creation through omnichannel

The complementarity business model theme relies on various ways of bundling or synchronizing offerings (goods or services), activities or resources, including technologies (Amit and Zott, 2001; Zott and Amit, 2007). It generates value through complementarity, or synergy, when Factor A generates more value in the presence of Factor B than on its own or in the presence of Factor C (Ennen and Richter, 2010; Milgrom and Roberts, 1995). The complementarity business model theme that relies on bundling offerings is exemplified by intermediaries such as travel agencies, which offer complementary travel services (e.g. several modes of transport, a range of accommodation, insurance, travel guides and recommendations). By definition, omnichannel realizes value through the combination of several channels, as does multichannel. However, the omnichannel channels are synchronized to provide one deliberate, consistent customer journey. A core question is what channels should be included in the omnichannel to generate value through their complementarity? For example, if a firm has a web shop channel only, a decision may be to launch a dedicated App for smartphones and tablets, to open physical stores or to do both. The answer depends on the context, cost and benefits. However, it is crucial to understand the complementarity value of including an additional channel in the omnichannel experience. A second central consideration is that the complementarity value may also be generated from omnichannel solutions where several actors are involved in the purchase decision process, as illustrated above with the car leasing example. If the leasing firm has omnichannel solutions for the employer (the leasing contractor), it may realize complementary value by also providing omnichannel solutions to the employee who uses the car.

### 3.2.4 Lock-in as a source of value creation through omnichannel

Finally, the lock-in business model theme (Amit and Zott, 2001) is realized by discouraging actors of a business
model (e.g. customers, mediators, partners and suppliers) to migrate to a competitor. Lock-in can be achieved through sunk costs (Parayre, 1995), such as when suppliers invest in product development that meets a customer’s unique needs but that is less useful to other customers. It is also illustrated through the activation of network externalities (Church and Gandal, 1992; Katz and Shapiro, 1985, 1992; Sheremata, 2004; Suarez, 2005) such as the use of social media like Facebook. The more people use it, the more value it provides to its members, who become discouraged from migrating to an alternative.

Another category of network effects are data network effects, where the more an offering is used, the more its provider can learn from the data generated by this use. The data can then be exploited to improve and develop the offering and thereby generate more value for users (Gregory et al., 2020).

A firm’s omnichannel practices may activate lock-in through both sunk costs and network externalities. For example, as a customer actor becomes used to a particular omnichannel setup, new habits are established, making it challenging to change to another provider that offers a similar omnichannel solution. The customer actor spends time setting up an account with login and credit card details and then learns to use the specific omnichannel. The question is therefore, why go through this process again with another provider if there is no substantial difference and hence no noticeable benefit? To encourage such a switch, a competitor has two options. First, it can innovate substantially in its omnichannel experience, making it truly more attractive. The customer may thus be willing to sacrifice the effort invested in the current omnichannel provider. Alternatively, a competitor can adopt alternative product market strategies such as product differentiation, niches, early launches and pricing (Porter, 1985).

Network effects may be activated in several ways by omnichannel solutions. One way is to gather and analyze customer data to identify patterns. For example, firms today offer customized product offerings based on customers’ transaction history. As an illustration, a bookshop proposes a new book title based on the unique history of books that have been bought by a given customer. Similarly, the customer’s specific patterns of omnichannel use generate insights that may be used for future customization of omnichannel experiences. For example, a food provider may present its food as a romantic dinner in film format on the smartphone App or may show it with its nutrition tables, depending on the customer profile. However, the firm is still selling the same prawns and mayonnaise. A new competitor lacks detailed historical data and is therefore unable to provide the same degree of customization of omnichannel experiences, which discourages the customer from switching to the competitor, assuming all else is equal.

The provision of omnichannel solutions to several customer actors, as illustrated above with the car leasing example, may also activate network effects and thereby the lock-in business model theme. To continue with the same example, we assume that the employer contracts two car leasing providers. Each provides a similar portfolio of car brands. Provider A has a multi-actor omnichannel solution in place, whereas Provider B offers an omnichannel solution for only one customer actor: the employer. Employees who have had a leased car for three years and are ready to change to a new one are familiar with their omnichannel solution for the operational handling of the car. If satisfied, they will select it again rather than choosing Provider B, assuming that all else is equal.

Finally, the four sources of value creation of a business model may interact and reinforce each other. Certain theme interactions make a business model more difficult to compete with (Amit and Zott, 2001; Zott and Amit, 2007). Searching for these four sources of value creation in studies of omnichannel practices shows that only the efficiency source has been
implicitly examined, whereas the three remaining sources have received no attention. They hence have unexplored potential.

3.3 Toward a co-evolutionary notion of omnichannel practices

The above elaboration of the proposed four sources of value creation for omnichannel practices implies a temporal dimension of a business model and therefore of omnichannel practices because business model themes may change over time. A firm that launches a new business model and thereby activates novelty may eventually have a number of imitators. The entrepreneurial firm must react and transform its business model, possibly activating other sources of value creation such as complementarity and eventually lock-in. These sources will be followed by competitors’ actions. Such a co-evolution of business models steers us toward the literature on evolutionary economics.

Neoclassical economics relies on the assumption of stability, equilibrium and optimal decision making of economic agents. Evolutionary economics holds that human decision making and behavior is seldom optimal but is instead biased and restricted. Humans are motivated, are capable of imagination and are able to learn. All of these facets drive innovation, change, competition and thus evolution. Innovation offers a temporary monopoly over the use of newness. However, if successful, it will soon be copied and surpassed (Nelson et al., 2018). In short, evolutionary economics views an economy as always in motion, much like the context of cultural evolution (Mesoudi, 2011). Studies have shown that the success of a firm is partly conditioned by its industry (Rumelt, 1991). The orthodox understanding of an industry is static and focuses on equilibrium. The assumption is that a firm’s key task is to compete through price and productivity optimization to give buyers value (Besanko et al., 2010). That view, however, disregards novelty and radical change. Evolutionary economics views such an understanding as restrictive because experience shows that new industries emerge, change, and decline (Nelson et al., 2018). Industry evolution generates path dependencies for actors, which condition firm success. Evolutionary economics therefore holds that understanding a firm’s success requires an understanding of the firm’s context and evolution (Nelson et al., 2018).

Crucially, however, studies of industries and the way they change focus on the innovation of products and services, production processes, organizations, governance and input sourcing (Casadesus-Masanell and Zhu, 2013). There is no research on how industries transform because of business model innovation through omnichannel, even though the empirical evidence in our review suggests that such an evolution occurs. A single channel evolves into multiple offline channels. Through e-commerce, this then evolves into multichannel blending of offline with online. This has now evolved into initial omnichannel practices, which largely focus on one customer actor only and disregard the various value creation sources. To remedy the current static view of omnichannel practices, we propose a co-evolutionary view based on the theory of evolutionary economics. Such a view accounts for the experiences of the major transitions such as multichannel to omnichannel and beyond. Equally importantly, the co-evolutionary view may also shape our understanding of the dynamics of a given firm’s omnichannel practices from several perspectives. One such perspective is when a firm in a given marketplace introduces its new omnichannel solution and thereby succeeds in attracting new customers and growing its market share. Competitors will be unlikely to wait long before imitating through similar omnichannel practices. Hence, they co-evolve. Based on its unique first-mover experience, the pioneering firm will then further develop, hence co-evolving. It will do so by updating its omnichannel through, say, the introduction of additional channels such as sales in a digital marketplace such as Amazon. This shift may again be imitated by followers. Other possible sources of
change are the advent of new technologies such as augmented reality (Nelson et al., 2018) that enable the focal firm to launch novel omnichannel solutions with new kinds of customer experiences. Yet another source of change may be institutional. New regulations, customer taste changes or migration from a particular social platform to another may force the evolution of omnichannel configuration and content. Still another change may be to include, in a stepwise fashion, additional customer actors. For instance, in the pharmaceutical industry, it may be a patient, the relatives of the patient, a physician or an insurance company that pays for pharmaceuticals. Recalling the above elaboration of value creation sources, the evolution of omnichannel may manifest changes of the activation of such sources. For example, the pioneering omnichannel firm may start with the novelty source, evolve to complementary and then activate lock-in once it has managed to generate large customer transaction data sets. These data sets in turn enable the firm to customize the experiences and uses of its omnichannel solution.

3.4 Omnichannel as an evolution of business model themes with multi-actor customers

This development of the conception of omnichannel practices may be synthesized into a framework, as illustrated in Table 3. The typical customer journey, as represented by the customer purchase decision process (Engel et al., 1968), is articulated in terms of pre-purchase activities, purchase activities and post-purchase activities. Each of these activities may be executed by one or several actors that constitute the customer of a focal firm (A, B, C or D in Table 3). These customer actors may in turn be targeted by a set of individual channels (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 in Table 3). These individual channels are unified into one omnichannel solution by a focal firm. As an illustration only, a specific mix of channel use at one time (t1 in Table 3) may activate, for example, the novelty (N) theme of the firm’s business model. Another mix of channels at a later time (t2 in Table 2) means an omnichannel practice that activates, for example, the complementary (C) theme of the firm’s business model. Based on this development, the following knowledge propositions are derived:

**P1. Single-actor synchronization.**

Firms that pursue omnichannel synchronization for a single customer actor and thereby activate one or several business model themes will, on average, succeed more than firms that pursue omnichannel synchronization without activation of one or several business model themes through their single-actor omnichannel, all else being equal:

**P2. Multi-actor synchronization.**

Firms that pursue omnichannel synchronization for multiple customer actors and thereby activate one or several business model themes will, on average, succeed more than firms that pursue omnichannel synchronization without activation of one or several business model themes through their multi-actor omnichannel, all else being equal:

**P3. Multi-actor versus single-actor view.**

Firms that pursue omnichannel synchronization for multiple customer actors and thereby activate one or several business model themes will, on average, succeed more than firms that pursue omnichannel synchronization for one customer actor only, ignoring other customer actors, all else being equal.
Purchase activities: Pre-purchase | Purchase | Post-purchase
Customer actors: | A | B | C | D | A | B | C | D | A | B | C | D
Channels: | 1 | t1: N | t2: C | t1: N | t2:C | t2: C | t2: C | | | | | 2 | t1: N | t1: N | t2: C | t1: N | t2:C | t2: C | t2: C | | | | 3 | t1: N | t1: | t2: C | t2:C | t2: C | t2: C | t2: C | | | | | 4 | | | | | t2: C | t1:N, t2:C | t2: C | t1: N | | | | | 5 | t1: N | t2: C | t1: N | t1: N | t2: C | t2: C | t1: N | | | | | Notes: Purchase activities are represented by three phases: pre-purchase, purchase and post-purchase. Activities in these phases are conducted by customer actors (here A, B, C and D), which are targeted by one or several synchronized channels (here 1, 2, 3, 5 and 5). The simultaneous, synchronized use of two or more channels at a given time (t) may activate one or more business model themes, which constitute sources of value creation. For example, at time t1 the novelty theme (t1: N) is activated, whereas at time t2, the complementarity theme (t2: C) is activated.
4. Discussion and conclusions

In certain sectors, products are commodities, as is the case in the manufacturing industry. This situation leads to price-based competition. In these sectors, firms compete by enhancing their transaction operations to channel products to customers. Omnichannel is the gold standard. It represents a firm’s seamless integration of multiple channels and customer touchpoints. The aim is to deliver a consistent, progressive customer experience throughout the purchase decision process, regardless of the channel the customer uses at any given stage of the process. Recent empirical research signals that firms’ efforts to develop and manage omnichannel practices fail owing to the inherent complexities of such operations (Frederick et al., 2018; Larke et al., 2018). A chief reason is the limited conceptual foundations of what omnichannel practices are and how they create value. We propose remedies to these conceptual limitations. First, we advance the conception of the customers who are targeted by omnichannel practices. The current single-actor customer is replaced by a multi-actor customer. Second, we articulate four distinct sources of value creation that are potentially generated by omnichannel practices. We thereby move beyond the current notion of convenience as the implicit justification for firms to establish omnichannel practices. Third, the current static notion of omnichannel practices as an entity are replaced with the notion of evolutionary processes. In these evolutionary processes, the structure and content of omnichannel co-evolve in their interaction with other contextual factors, such as new technology, institutional change and competitors’ initiatives. Fourth, the three conceptual advancements are integrated into a coherent conceptual framework. This framework can help managers both in their auditing of existing omnichannel practices and in their design and road-mapping of new advanced practices to outperform competitors. The proposed framework draws managers’ attention to three commonly ignored ideas: that omnichannel practices may target several customer actors rather than only one; that there are several sources of value creation that may be activated by omnichannel practices to generate success; and that any omnichannel efforts must be regarded in evolutionary and longitudinal terms, with long-term plans, budgets, and governance.

The proposed conceptual framework for omnichannel practices is operationalized by three knowledge propositions aimed to guide future research on omnichannel practices. Other questions still need addressing. For example, to what extent does the use of omnichannel generate value from the investment it requires? Furthermore, what are the specific sources of this value creation in contexts where purchase decisions are made by a network of actors and evolve over time through interactions with key contextual factors? This view represents a significant broadening of omnichannel research. Studies in this area have been limited to investigations of behavioral decisions by a single, individual customer actor with regard to channel preferences. Consequently, a shift is required from psychology-rooted theories toward theoretical lenses from other disciplines such as entrepreneurship, economics and strategic management.

The theoretical framework proposed here has certain limitations, which also represent opportunities for further research. One such limitation is the need to test the framework empirically, and another limitation is to account for the interactions between a firm’s use of omnichannel and the product market strategies the firm uses as distinct sources of value creation.

A detailed, tested and broad theoretical basis must be developed to build knowledge of omnichannel practices and their successful implementation. Development of such a basis invites research on how to quantify the economic value of omnichannel practices and the risks that retailers are exposed to during such a transformation. As Rigby (2011) explains, for most companies, transforming to omnichannel is a huge undertaking. Acting too slowly
can cost them their position as leaders at a time when market share is changing rapidly. Conversely, acting too quickly may not give them time to test, learn and rectify.

So, is it worth all the effort? Successful omnichannel practices must first and foremost guarantee survival in a dynamic market. However, they must also benefit customers by satisfying their expectations and experiences. This customer benefit has been a mainstay throughout history whenever milestones such as the arrival of online sales and the invention of the smartphone have been reached. There has been a positive impact on person-to-person transfers. Grocery payments and mobile money providers have to continue to simplify the access to financial services (Museba et al., 2021).

Therefore, there is a need for progress in studying the real value created by omnichannel and the extent to which it can overcome the risks and complexities that omnichannel currently entails for retailers.

In addition, an in-depth study of customers’ perceptions of the value that has been created would undoubtedly help entrepreneurs adapt their offerings and strategies to omnichannel. Omnichannel must generate customer trust through transparency and legitimacy to prevent customers from choosing the competition in their purchase processes. Complexities such as managing customer data and using personal information are sensitive issues that must be considered when connecting channels and enabling their use by customers without violating consumer privacy, which is protected by laws such as the general data protection regulation (GDPR) in the European Union.

A theoretical lens that offers a way of mitigating this risk is the use of AI in improving customers’ perceptions of value. The data processing and automatic learning enabled by AI and large data sets helps firms match their offerings to clients’ demands. This positive relationship between user value and the provider’s ability to learn and improve offerings is moderated by factors such as prediction, legitimization, data management and user-centered design (Gregory et al., 2020).
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Appendix. Summary of studies of omnichannel practices: theoretical lenses and contributions to understanding omnichannel practices

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) seems to have influenced researchers in this area. The TPB posits that an individual’s (e.g. a customer’s) intention to perform a given behavior (e.g. behavioral intention for making a purchase) depends upon that individual’s attitude toward performing that behavior. As per the expectancy-value model, this attitude is shaped by the belief that this purchase will be favorable for the purchaser. The process of attitude formation is critical. This is where channel capabilities that help customers evaluate products become important (Ajzen, 1991; Kumar et al., 2019). Based on the TPB, Murugan and Jacob (2019) presented a research model of pure online retailers that trade products through e-commerce sites and mobile apps. The authors explored the implications of four factors: the online retail brand, perceived tie, perceived ease of use and perceived similarity in the acceptance of mobile apps. These four factors were found to be important in determining the successful acceptance of mobile apps. Mobile apps are better than mobile browsers because data storage on mobile phones enables faster processing of user requests. This faster processing helps retailers stay connected with customers. Kumar et al. (2019) used the TPB together with prospect theory to identify two underlying mechanisms: store engagement effect and the store return effect. These two mechanisms could explain the complementary effect of stores on online sales. The authors showed that these two effects increase with more store openings near customers’ locations. Xu and Jackson (2019) examined the influence of channel transparency, convenience and uniformity on customers’ perceived behavioral control. They found that all three attributes positively influence perceived behavioral control. This research may enable omnichannel retailers to understand customer perceptions and needs and to improve their offerings and supply chain management to attract more customers.

Diffusion of innovation (DOI) theory demonstrates that “an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social system” (Rogers, 1995, p. 1). Innovation refers to “an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or another unit of adoption” (Rogers, 1995, p. 1). DOI theory explains potential users’ (or consumers’) decisions to reject or adopt an innovation based on these users’ beliefs or attitudes toward the innovation. The five attributes of innovations that shape the attitudes and beliefs toward innovation are relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and observability (Kim et al., 2017; Rogers, 1995). Drawing on DOI theory, Shi et al. (2020) investigated the underlying mechanisms of certain omnichannel attributes in customers’ usage. The authors also considered customers’ shopping habits in the innovative shopping environment and investigated how omnichannel experience influences customers’ perceived compatibility. By adopting DOI, the study approached the formation of customers’ omnichannel shopping as a tradeoff between compatibility and risk. The results of the
study highlight the key determinants of omnichannel experience that altogether affect customers’ behavioral beliefs and intentions in omnichannel shopping. Kim et al. (2017) used the attributes of DOI theory to demonstrate consumers’ attitudinal and belief structures about buy-online, pickup in-store (BOPS). The aforementioned study showed that consumers who perceive online shopping as risky have higher intention to use BOPS. This finding provides evidence of how BOPS can complement online-only businesses by reducing the risk of online shopping.

The technology acceptance model (TAM) has also been applied in omnichannel research. The TAM has shown the mediating role of user evaluations of a new technology and the key role of system attributes as antecedents of these evaluations. Behavioral intentions are influenced by attitudes, which are general impressions of a technology. The TAM suggests that when users are presented with a new technology, a number of factors influence their decisions about how and when they will use it. First, perceived usefulness means whether or not someone perceives that technology to be useful for what they want to do. Second, perceived ease-of-use means that if the technology is easy to use, then the barriers are conquered. If it is not easy to use and the interface is complicated, then no one will have positive attitudes toward it. Applying the TAM, Yim and Han (2016) found that omnichannel’s perceived ease of use has a significant positive effect on perceived usefulness. Moreover, omnichannel’s perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness has a significant positive effect on omnichannel use. The use of omnichannel has a significant positive effect on the brand–customer relationship. The aforementioned study showed the intermediate relationship between perceived ease of use and omnichannel use. In the context of health care and telemedicine, Swan et al. (2019) applied the TAM, finding that attitudinal constructs related to telemedicine’s benefits, including access and health decision-making, have the strongest impact on future telemedicine usage. The study also empirically showed a link between consumers’ omnichannel information seeking and telemedicine usage. Although omnichannel improves shared decision-making, marketers must adopt strategies according to consumers’ evolving omnichannel preferences for access and information exchange to combine digital service offerings with interpersonal touchpoints. Juaneda-Ayensa et al. (2016) observed that the key determinants of purchase intention in an omnichannel context are, in order of importance, personal innovativeness, effort expectancy and performance expectancy. Factors such as habit, hedonic motivation, social influence and perceived security have no influence on omnichannel shopping.

He et al. (2020) applied game theory to obtain the retailer’s optimal ordering and pricing decisions under the benchmark scenario and omnichannel strategy. Game theory is the process of modeling strategic interactions between two or more players in a situation containing set rules and outcomes. For any situation with two or more players that involves known payouts or quantifiable consequences, game theory can be used to help determine the most likely outcomes. Li et al. (2019) applied game theory to study the effect of online reviews in omnichannel retailing, finding that offline retailers are willing to adopt third party reviews (TPRs) as long as their products are recommended by the TPRs (under the TPR-only strategy). It is also beneficial to integrate online consumer reviews (OCRs) and TPRs simultaneously (under the OCR-TPR strategy). In addition, they compared all feasible strategies and found that the OCR-TPR strategy is optimal most of the time.

Complex adaptive systems (CAS) theory has also been applied to omnichannel/multichannel research. CASs have the following core elements and features: agents, connectivity, emergence and autonomy/control. While a complicated system (e.g. a jet engine) can be viewed as the sum of its parts, a complex system cannot be viewed that way. One cannot predict the behavior of a complex system by examining the behavior of its individual parts (Choi et al., 2001; Saghir et al., 2017). Saghir et al. (2017) applied CAS theory to conceptualize omnichannel systems in a three-dimensional framework: customer value-adding journey (i.e. where the channels are located), type of channel
(i.e. the way the product or information is transferred and may vary in each stage of the customer value-adding journey) and agents (i.e. the person or persons responsible for each channel, which may differ for each stage of the customer value-adding journey and each channel type). The authors found that channel visibility and integration among channel stages, channel types and channel agents are the main enablers of operationalizing an omnichannel system.

Lee et al. (2019) applied social exchange theory (SET) to study omnichannel. SET is built on the principles of equity and reciprocity. SET posits that exchange parties seek to derive mutual benefits. In particular, when parties perceive that they have obtained benefits from another, they will feel indebted and will be obliged to reciprocate in kind. Using SET, the authors proposed that channel integration quality initiatives by omnichannel retailers will be reciprocated with customers engaged with the retailers. This reciprocity in turn leads to desirable business outcomes. The authors built a research model on this understanding and tested four hypotheses. H1: Channel-service configuration is positively related to customer engagement. H2: Integrated interactions are positively related to customer engagement. H3: Customer engagement is positively related to repurchase intention. H4: Customer engagement is positively related to positive word-of-mouth. All four hypotheses were supported by the data analysis.

Shen et al. (2018) applied the Wixom and Todd model to study channel integration quality, perceived fluency and omnichannel service usage. The Wixom and Todd model explains how people interact with a focal technology and how their perceptions toward using the technology affect their subsequent usage behavior. Shen et al. (2018) extended the Wixom and Todd model by including usage experience as an individual behavior-based trait. They further examined its moderating effect on the link between behavioral beliefs and usage behavior. This study suggests that omnichannel service providers should offer more channels for customers to access a specific service and help customers understand how to use and integrate different channels to achieve their needs. For example, service providers can design some game tasks to familiarize customers with switching between channels.

Emrich et al. (2015) applied negativity bias theory. The negativity bias, also known as the negativity effect, is the notion that, even when of equal intensity, things of a more negative nature (e.g. unpleasant thoughts, emotions or social interactions or harmful or traumatic events) have a greater effect on one’s psychological state and processes than neutral or positive things. In other words, something very positive will generally have less of an impact on a person’s behavior and cognition than something equally emotional but negative. Emrich et al. (2015) conducted two large-scale experimental studies to empirically investigate whether a dominant multichannel integration strategy exists in the context of full and simultaneous information and more uncertain and subsequent information accessibility. Drawing on negativity bias theory, the authors consistently found that full integration dominates no integration across assortment relations, but asymmetric integration – the most common strategy among multichannel retailers – can have a detrimental effect for substitutive relations compared with no integration. Asymmetric integration can be more beneficial than full integration for independent relations, while customer outcomes differ less for complementary relations.

Li et al. (2018) applied the push-pull-mooring (PPM) framework to study customer reactions to cross-channel integration in omnichannel retailing. The PPM framework indicates that customers’ switching behavior may be affected by push factors. Pull effects reflect customers’ willingness to maintain a relationship owing to genuine appreciation of the quality attributes of service providers. Mooring effects denote a customer’s cost-benefit analysis of a retailer relative to viable alternatives. These effects may oblige customers to continue an existing relationship with a retailer due to economic, social or psychological costs. The authors applied the PPM framework to present a research model describing how customers react to retailers’ cross-channel integration.
Zhang et al. (2018a, 2018b) examined the impact of channel integration on consumer responses in omnichannel retailing by applying the stimulus-organism-response (SOR) framework. The SOR framework describes the relationship between the stimulus (S), consumers’ internal states (O) and subsequent behavior (R). The stimulus influences consumers’ internal states, which is followed by their changed behavior. With the SOR framework, the stimulus may be marketing-related factors or environmental characteristics, such as store atmosphere and website features. The organism in the SOR framework represents the internal states of consumers. The organism includes not only internal activities such as perception, feeling and thinking but also affective, emotional and cognitive states such as pleasure and satisfaction. Compared with the perceptions and evaluations of consumers, their shopping behaviors, such as their intentions to use, browse and buy, are generally thought of as responses in the SOR framework. Zhang et al. (2018a, 2018b) considered channel integration, a new and special characteristic in the omnichannel retailing environment, as the stimulus. They considered consumer empowerment as the organism in their research because it focused on consumer perceptions of control over the shopping process. Satisfaction and trust were also regarded as the organism in their model. They used consumer purchase intention as the response in the model.
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